A WOODEN TREE
Kirsty Anderson creates accessories and
artwork with a fantastical, nostalgic feel,
using vintage fabrics to create unique textile
works which take on a new life. Inspired by
the past, wildlife and family, Kirsty’s products
range from felt fox and walrus brooches
to narwhals, appliqué bunnies and Mr Roe
and Mr Stag wall ornaments, plus a range
of digital prints based on her favourite
creations.

ALANA PEDEN
Mothers Cupboards is a collection of
jewellery created from hand knitted forms
recreated in porcelain with textured silver
elements and luxurious mohair. With its
soft colour palette and fine materials,
Alana’s jewellery portrays a strong sense of
nostalgia, quietly drawing attention to itself
with an unexpected choice of materials and
colour.

ALISON PHILIPS
Alison set up her workshop after graduating
from Edinburgh College of Art in 2005,
designing and creating work for galleries
and exhibitions throughout the UK, from her
workshop in Dunblane.
Inspired by botanical forms, Alison’s process
involves recording her ideas through
sketches and drawings before translating the
resulting designs into silver, forming delicate,
feminine pieces. Each piece of jewellery is
made to order ensuring that the wearer holds
something truly unique.

BERTY B
Established in 2013, Berty B is a Scottish
design company that creates bold
printed textiles that celebrate the perfect
imperfection of the maker’s mark. BertyB
lovingly creates accessories and homeware
products to showcase her patterns and
strives to design energetic, colourful
textiles that are a mixture of classic and
contemporary design.

BETH SPOWART
Newly graduated, Beth has based her
practice in Dundee, her home town. Her
work is innovative, interactive and individual.
Using smart materials and their colour
changing capabilities she has produced
a collection of jewellery which creates an
innovative, exciting experience for the
wearer and is certain to spark conversation.

CAMERON DUGUID
Cameron Duguid’s brooches are scalpel cut
and assembled in an organic process, with
no two alike. Their 3d geometric shapes are
both delicate and robust at the same time,
created from contrasting wood veneers.
His marquetry work includes a series of
pared down depictions of Scottish power
stations, made using traditional techniques,
a modern take on a vintage craft.

CARON IRONSIDE
A home and accessory collection by Caron
Ironside, featuring retro designs inspired by
1950’s motifs, which are hand drawn, hand
screen printed and hand made in Perthshire
using natural and reclaimed materials. The
collection uses unbleached linen and cotton
fabrics and includes lampshades, cushions,
tea towels and cosmetic bags, with new
products constantly developing.

CATRIONA JANE CLARK JEWELLERY
Catriona’s jewellery evokes a strong sense
of place, exploring the visual characteristics
of industrial and post-industrial landscapes.
The jewellery’s unique aesthetic is influenced
by her fascination with the imposing forms
and visible joins of industrial architectural
structures.

CLAIRE ANNE GRANT
Claire Anne Grant is a Scottish designer
of handprinted textiles. Claire manually
prints her abstract design work onto high
quality silks. Her process is spontaneous
and flowing, blurring the lines between
artwork and textile design. Building up layers
of silkscreen printing, mono printing and
painting straight onto the fabric produces
one-off pieces of art that you can wear
everyday.

DANYELL
DanYELL is the label which houses all of
designer Danielle Cassells’ surface pattern
designs. As a graduate of printed textile
design from Duncan Of Jordanstone College
of Art and Design, Danielle designs and
creates products from laser cut wooden
jewellery to greetings cards and digitally
printed silk scarves, all detailed with
signature prints.

DJCAD FOURTH YEAR ILLUSTRATION
STUDENTS
We are pleased to present work by the fourth
year Illustration students from Duncan of
Jordanstone College of Art and Design.
The group has collaborated to produce
a selection of handcrafted Christmas
cards, decoration and prints, in specialities
ranging from digital, litho, laser cutting and
screenprinting.

DJCAD FOURTH YEAR JEWELLERY &
METAL DESIGN STUDENTS
Discover the work of the fourth year
Jewellery and Metal Design students from
Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and
Design in this special presentation of their
work for the Christmas Market. Including
pieces in both Sterling silver and alternative
materials, this is a great opportunity to
meet and buy from up and coming jewellery
designers.

FUN MAKES GOOD
Inspired by contemporary architectural forms
and geometric shapes, Fun Makes Good
combines bold pattern and creative colour
combinations to produce a striking range of
interior products ranging from patchworked
soft furnishings, incorporating locally
sourced textiles and embroidery techniques
to printed table ware and homeware
products.

GAVIN BURNETT
Gavin produces a variety of contemporary
porcelain tableware and vessels, glazed
in vibrant colours and cut using traditional
industrial techniques. This cutting gives
the porcelain pieces a textured detail and a
transparency, which allows differing degrees
of luminosity.

HELEN RUTH SCARVES
Helen Ruth is a luxury accessories brand
specialising in high quality printed silk and
wool scarves. Inspired by the wild Scottish
landscape and creatures, as well as fairy
tales and traditional folklore, each scarf tells
its own story. Often combining conventional
ideas of beauty with subtle sinister
undertones, there is always more than meets
the eye.

JANE GOWANS
Jane set up her brand in 2010 and has
since worked with companies such as
Harvey Nichols and The National Gallery
London. Her collections have been worn
by a selection of celebrities and the brand
has been nominated for a host of awardsDrapers Accessory Designer of the Year,
Accessories Designer of the Year at the
Scottish Fashion Awards and New Designer
of the Year at the UK Jewellery Awards.

KATIE PETRIE
Utilising the unlikely source material of highly
individual forms of bacteria and mould
growth, Katie makes jewellery with a unique
style and association. Drawing inspiration
from it’s varying colours, patterns and
textures, she transforms this exploration
of organic growth into beautiful enameled
jewellery.

KELLY MUNRO
Inspired by fishing creels, buoys, ropes and
nets, Kelly uses wood and precious metals
to create her bold and colourful jewellery.
She uses techniques such as wood burning
and saw piercing to create her pieces,
aiming to mimic the intricate patterns of nets
and stacked up lobster pots.

LAURA SPRING
Laura Spring is an independent designermaker based in Glasgow. She combines
a background in graphic design with a
passion for screen-printing. Interested in the
relationship between motif and function, her
products range from weatherproof laptop
covers with stylised meteorological symbols
to limited edition commissions.

LEIGH BAGLEY DESIGN
In 2012 Leigh launched his Edinburgh based
print company, eager to express his love
of modernist, abstract, and graphic print
design. His work has drawn interest from
leading architecture and interior design
companies and has become highly sought
after by private clients and collectors
internationally.

LOLLYMAC
Lollymac creates unique, stylish and
practical hand made gadget covers and
gifts in gorgeous Harris Tweed, lined in
contemporary fabric and padded to protect.
Recent additions to the range include make
up bags, spec cases and cushions, each
item lovingly created to a high standard with
great attention to detail.

LOUISE McLAREN
Louise McLaren is a designer maker
producing intricately patterned, delicate
paper cuts and screen prints. Her images are
inspired by the ‘big’ things in life; love, family
and friendship. She draws and cuts each
piece by hand, cherishing the character and
idiosyncrasies that appear as a result and
firmly believing that’s where the beauty and
individuality of hand-crafted objects lies.

LYNSEY WALTERS
Lynsey designs and makes wearable wool
jewellery and hair accessories inspired by
her vintage collections and quirky sense of
humour. The jewellery is based loosely on an
imaginary garden crossed with a delicious
haberdashery shop. The work is strongly
coloured and has a delightful nostalgic
charm.

MITCHELL & BLACK
Mitchell & Black produce a range of exciting
and original knitted accessories for men
and women. Inspiration for the collection
is frequently taken from repeat pattern,
structure and colour found in the everyday
surrounding environment. Using these
influences a collection of sophisticated
pieces has been designed and hand crafted
in Scotland using the finest quality yarns.

REBECCA SARAH BLACK
Rebecca Sarah Black is a contemporary
jewellery designer and bone smith who
is inspired by our constant struggle with
identity, the harsh landscape of the coastline
and traditional Scottish folklore. Combining
hand carved bovine bone and precious
metal, her work is unique and bespoke.

ROISIN CONNOLLY
Roisin celebrates the handmade process
revelling in traditional etching techniques to
produce a contemporary collection of work.
Roisin’s work has already been featured in
Fake and Plog Magazine as well as being
mentioned on Channel4.com. Her work is
sold throughout the UK in store and online
and was recently sold through Culture Label
as part of their Scottish Collection.

ROSALIND CRAWFORD DESIGN
Rosalind Crawford designs and makes
luxury knitted accessories from her studio in
Fife. Snoods, scarves, hats, neck warmers
and wrist warmers in classic colours in the
finest lambswool, merino and cotton. Super
soft, super stylish and wonderfully warm.

SIAN PATTERSON
Sian Patterson is a Glasgow-based
ceramicist who designs and makes
functional and decorative thrown stoneware.
Her work is characterised by a distinctive
palette of unique coloured glazes, often
combined in subtle contrasts.
Informed by a wide range of influences
- from Victorian pharmaceutical and
preserving bottles to the still lives of Giorgio
Morandi - the collection is diverse and
engaging.

SMALL STORIES
Small Stories is the creative home of the
illustration work of Gabrielle Reith - and as
the designer behind the Christmas Robin
for this year’s Market, we are delighted that
Gabrielle will be selling her work on the day.
Drawing and small paintings find themselves
woven into many delightful situations,
creating small stories for you to enjoy.

TOM PIGEON
Tom Pigeon make simple, crafted objects
for people to enjoy. Their collection includes
jewellery for men and women, metalwork
desk products, stationery and print.

